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Abstract 
 
In the development of network and communication protocols for owns, the 

trust concept is introduced, in order to enhance energy efficiency and thus 

extend the life of wireless sensor nodes. Confidence criteria also introduce 

the security system and therefore authenticated and secure communication 

in WSN is possible. The trust management system detects intruders mostly 

with the intention of wastefully draining the energy of the sensor nodes and 

thereby reducing the lifetime of the sensor networks. This paper explains 

recent trust management schemes regarding their algorithm, 

implementation processes and performance metrics. 
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1 Introduction 
 
 Trust relationships within the participating nodes are critical in order to 

enhance the trust metrics of the sensor nodes jointly. As per Eschenauer et 

al. [1] trust is characterized as a collection of rules and relationships for 

transmitting data between sensor nodes between entities. These relations are 

based on the outcomes of previous network protocol communications. In 

general, if the relations of entities remain according to the procedure, trust 

calculation between the entities concerned builds up. [2] Implies trust in the 

actions of individuals (or agents) with others (or agents), as a degree of 

trust. 
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1.1 WSN Trust Characteristics 
 

The trust principle in WSNs must be clearly stated, as WSNs have 

specific characteristics and the inconsistency of wireless media. The key 

features of trust in WSNs are: 

1. A decision-making procedure for the assessment of trust metrics against 

an entity should be completely distributed as it is not acceptable to exist 

a trusted third party (e.g. a trusted CH – Cluster Head or BS – Base 

Station). 

2. A method of measuring trust metrics against an individual should be 

fully distributed since it cannot presume the presence of trusted third 

parties (such as a trusted CH or BS).  

3. Without excessive calculation and communication load, trust should be 

evaluated highly confidentially and also record and report on the 

difficulties of trust relationships. 

4. A WSN trust management regime must not presume that all nodes are 

homogeneous, egalitarian and compatible with other nodes. Egoism of 

the malicious node is likely to prevail over cooperation, for instance in              

energy-constricting environments to conserve battery power or 

computer energy. 

5. Trust is adaptive, not static, i.e. with spatial and temporal co-ordinates 

the confidence values shift. 

6. Trust is contextual. 

7. Trust isn't inherently transitive. It means that A trusts B and B trusts C 

don't mean that A trusts C. 

8. Trust in neighbouring nodes is asymmetrical and not necessarily 

mutual. 

9. Trust also depends on the context. A can trust B as an expert on 

industry, but not as a singer. Similarly, in sensor networks, where a 

certain function requires high computing power, a low computing 

power node is distrustful. 

2 Relations between Trust and Trustworthiness  

 

 
Figure 1Trust vs Trustworthiness 
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The notion of trust is defined as the degree to which people subjectively 

believe in the actions of a certain person. The trust level is commonly 

described as the likelihood of belief changing from 0 (total distrust) to 1 

(total trust). In this idea, trust is stated as an indicator of the willingness of 

trustees to behave as anticipated. Trustworthiness is characterized as the 

reasonable likelihood that the trustee is carrying out a specific action that is 

important to the trustee's interest [3]. 

Figure 1 illustrates how trust (i.e. discretionary confidence level) and 

confidence (i.e. quantitative confidence level) may be intertwined and how 

dependence impacts the degree of danger that trustees are taking control of. 

Figure 1 implies that the diagonal line is markers of well-formed faith 

where the subjective probability of loyalty (that is, trust) is equivalent to 

that of trust, that is, that the slope is harmony to its objective probability 

(that is, trustworthiness). The trustee's assumption is that the difference 

between the assumed confidence (i.e. real trust) and the actual probability 

(i.e. faithfulness) is uncertain, or that the danger involved is incorrectly 

measured. It is clear from the figure that the subjective dimension of the 

trust results, consequently, in inaccurate and wrong risk assessments and 

incorrect risk management. 

The WSNs implement a trust management mechanism to protect sensor 

nodes from feasible attacks and separate trustworthy nodes from impaired 

nodes. The fundamental principle of trust-aware routing models in WSNs is 

clarified as follows- The trustworthy existence of the malicious Node is 

determined based on past (direct) actions and feedback evidence from 

trustworthy neighboring Nodes. 

This avoids the presence of the suspected node in transit and also 

avoids the mixing in the main stream original data of fabricated data by the 

infected node. This kind of logical, trust-based routing protocols facilitates 

safe connectivity in WSNs. There are many confidence models, such as the 

entropy trust model, the fuzzy logic, the D-S trust model and the trust 

model for Game Theory. 

Currently, Trust-aware routing models utilize the trust evaluation 

process uses data transferred and energy of the sensor nodes as the 

reference factors and omit the intelligent behaviour of the compromised 

nodes. The malicious nodes activities add the quantum of the false data by 

combining the fluctuating intensity and frequency of potential attacks with 

various strategies to mitigate the validity and reliability of the secured 

routing protocol in WSNs. For the containment of the suspicious nodes 

activities the sensor nodes must give preference for the evaluation of the 

direct trust based on the additional factors like number of hops needed to 

reach sink node, heterogeneity of the nodes, mobility nature and  average 

distance from neighbours to sink node. 

In this paper [4], B. Sun, D. Li propose a secure routing establishment 

and maintenance by the direct trust assessment that works on the energy 

trust assessment and data trust assessment. The indirect trust assessment is 

performed based on the filtered recommendations from the trustworthy 

nodes. The secured trust aware routing protocol is designed based on the 

above multi - attributes and the reliable data transfer is achieved in between  



                                                                                                                  
 

 

 

 
 

 

the trustable ones. This routing mechanism is immune to various attacks by 

periodically updating the received data packets and the validity period of 

the created current route .The routes are dynamically altered to counterpart 

the forwarding the data through the untrustable nodes  as intermediate ones. 

By defending multiple attacks from the malicious nodes this protocol 

effectively increase the lifetime of the sensor nodes to considerable amount 

.But this protocol uses the complex trust evaluation algorithms for 

evaluating the trustworthy nature of the participating nodes.    

Farwa Kazmi et al [5] discussed about the different trust models based 

on the trust management strategies introduced in the WSNs from the year 

2009 to 2016.The classification of the trust model based on the node and 

trust model is introduced. The summary of the various trust management 

approaches based on the  

o Popular and state of art of solutions 

o Specific topic with future directions 

o New ideas for real life utilization 

o Recent ,simple and easy to implement  

o Published in the top journal paper or conference 

Are imported. Studies on different trust management strategies are 

tabulated on the basis of the defining parameters like centralization, 

adaptation, computation time, unknown sources, and robustness against 

attacks, realistic and overhead. The author conclude with identified paper 

having best approach of the trust management among the various strategies  

and calling the research proposal for overcoming the limitations due to the 

overhead in the above paper.  

J. Zhao et al [6] proposed the exponential-based trust and reputation 

evaluation system (ETRES) to detect and differentiate reliable node i.e. 

normal node and unreliable node i.e. compromised node. The trust and 

reputation distribution of wireless sensor node is represented by exponential 

distribution. When evaluating the direct trust, the entropy concept is used to 

manipulate the level of uncertainty.  

The indirect trust value also integrated to derive the wholesome trust 

value of the node under the condition of higher uncertainty in the direct 

trust value. This will greatly strengthen the credibility as well as reliability 

of the trust .This approach drastically reduces the consumption of the 

computing power of the trust and thus improves the lifetime of the sensor 

network. Using simulation, this algorithm performance is verified under the 

condition of on-off attack and collusion attack. The performance difference 

of the proposed algorithm with respect to other popular algorithm is very 

close and need improvement.  

T.Khan et al [7] introduced a communication and data trust-based 

framework for secured data transfer in wireless sensor nodes. Initially the 

author tabulated the comparative analysis of the various existing trust 

schemes with the following metrics. 

o Key objectives (purpose) 

o Basis of computation 

o Limitations  and  

o Complexity of the trust model. 
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The Proposed method operates with two levels scheme namely, intra 

and inter cluster levels with the centralized and distributed methodologies. 

In this methodology trusted cluster head (CH) and trusted base station (BS) 

are selected based on the centralized approach, while other trusted normal 

sensor nodes are selected upon the distributed approach. This will reduce 

the number of overheads needed for the trust evaluation of sensor nodes. 

On the basis of evaluated trust, the Cluster Member (CM) nodes can 

assume any of the following three states .i.e. highly trusted node, malicious 

node or legitimate node respectively.  

A timing window concept is utilized to continuously observe the 

successful and unsuccessful interactions between the cluster member nodes 

as well as cluster heads.  

The novelty of the above scheme is the penalty for the malicious nodes 

according the severity of the attacks caused by them. In addition, dishonest 

recommendations (outliers) by the malicious nodes are removed before data  

aggregation at the base station (BS) by evaluating the statistical dispersion 

of the outliers. Through simulation the proposed algorithm is analyzed 

against the limited number of attacks in the wireless sensor networks. 

Although the algorithm detect and eliminate some of the malicious node 

activities, its performance against the on-off attacks and collusion attacks is 

inferior and need further improvement. The limitations of the above work is 

the proposed algorithm does not account the repeatability and nature of the 

malicious attacks. 

Nor Azimah Khalid et al [8] proposed an efficient trust-based routing 

protocol for selection of intermediate nodes i.e. relay nodes in the 

distributed and decentralized approach based on the multiple trusts factors 

and multi- 

levels trust evaluations. The trustworthiness of the participating node is 

derived from the multiple factors like resources and security by considering 

the pair wise comparison.  

This proposed algorithm includes the following features like multi 

criteria decision making approach, Resource aware mechanism and Multi-

hop evaluations for achieving trust based efficient routing protocol.  There 

are three components of the routing protocol namely discovery, evaluation 

and dissemination units. The trust metrics of the sensor nodes are calculated 

by executing the consecutive three phases route discovery phase, trust and 

reputation evaluation and integration and Trust Update and Dissemination. 

Table 1 summarizes all the discussed trust management concepts with their 

merits and demerits. 

 The derived trust value is further verified by the control mechanism 

unit, to ensure that the values are reliable and valid. The control mechanism 

uses the feedback about the number of successful interaction performed by 

the sensor nodes with its neighboring nodes, decay time factor for 

interaction and timeliness measurement. The algorithm performance is 

verified by simulation under the circumstance of various numbers of nodes, 

varying network loads and varying malicious nodes activities. The 

performance in terms of resistive nature against attacks, average end-to-end 



                                                                                                                  
 

delay, and throughput is evaluated with other standard algorithms .The 

performance  

 

 

 

 
 

 

difference is considerable for the proposed algorithm in all the above 

parameters. 

 Jian Wang et al [9] proposed trust based intrusion detection system for 

wireless sensor networks. This algorithm utilizes the deviations of the key 

parameters like energy consumption rate, trustworthiness of the sensor 

nodes based on the inter and intra cluster communications. The trust values 

are derived for physical, MAC and network layer, which are more prone to 

potential attacks by the intruders. The trustworthiness of the sensor nodes 

are updated periodically. The mathematical expressions for the false 

positive and false negative probabilities are calculated using a standard 

statistical procedure. The simulation is performed for evaluating the 

algorithm performance against the various attacks like sinkhole attack, 

selective forwarding attack, and MAC-Network cross-layer attack in sensor 

networks.  

 The detection probability for varying malicious nodes also derived and 

compared with other intrusion detection schemes. 

 Janusz Górski et al. [10,11,12,13,14,15] proposed a new method of 

distributed trust management mechanism to tackle the possible attacks in 

multi-layer clustered wireless sensor networks. Each node in the sensor 

network participates in dual role i.e. as a trustor and as a trustee for the 

incoming messages and outgoing messages respectively. Based on the trust 

scale the sensor nodes are classified into three categories – full trust, initial 

trust and cut-off .The cut-off trust valued nodes are considered as 

untrustworthy and forbidden from the data transfer with other nodes in the 

sensor network. The performance of the protocol is verified using exclusive 

simulation tool designed for clustered sensor network.  

 The performance metrics are Median delay time for detecting all 

colluding sensor nodes, Median time delay for detecting all malicious nodes 

and Trust level value based on the number of events that change the trust 

value of the sensor nodes. 
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                      Table 1 Summary of the Trust Management Concepts 

 

 
 

 

 Table 1 Shows the Summary and a novel trust management based 

intrusion detection algorithm to counteract the potential attacks in the 

sensor networks. This algorithm utilizes the characteristics of the temporal 

and spatial correlation of transferred data among the nodes to attain highly 

reliable trust metrics. The trust management scheme periodically updates 

the trust values of the respective nodes and thus detection probability for 

the identification of the faulty nodes also better. The intrusion detection 

algorithm solve the fault –tolerant barrier coverage by implementing three 

stage execution namely sensor level detection, sink level decision by the 

collective voting, and trust management with fault determination for 

arriving trust values of the sensor nodes. The performance of the algorithm 

is verified experimentally with respect to the following parameters like miss 

detection rate, false detection rate, miss alarm rate and false alarm rate. 

 
 
 

Ref. No Proposed Technique Merits Demerits

Kazmi F. et al. (2018) [5]
Surveys different trust 

models in WSN

The survey is performed 

between the years 2009 and 

2016. The trust management 

models are analysed by 

considering multiple 

parameters

-

Sun B. and Li D. (2018) [4]

Secure routing establishment 

and maintenance by the 

direct trust evaluation based 

on the energy trust 

assessment and data trust 

assessment. 

Both direct and indirect trust 

evaluation are performed.

Withstands various attacks 

by regular updates of the 

received data packets and 

the life of the created current 

route.

Complex trust evaluation 

algorithms for evaluating the 

trustworthy nature of the 

participating nodes

Zhao J. et al. (2019) [6] 

Exponential-based Trust 

and Reputation Evaluation 

System (ETRES) to detect 

and differentiate reliable 

node. 

The direct trust is computed 

by entropy concept.

Both direct and indirect trust 

values are combined to 

calculate total trust value.

The performance of the 

work can still be improved.

Khan T. et al. (2019) [7]

Communication and data 

trust-based framework for 

secured data transfer in 

WSN.

This work is based on intra 

and inter cluster levels, 

where cluster heads and 

base stations play roles.

This work is vulnerable to 

several malicious attacks.

Khalid N.A. (2019) [8]
Trust-based routing 

protocol for selection of 

intermediate nodes

The trustworthiness of 

nodes is computed in     

pair-wise mode by 

considering the resources 

and security factors.

The time complexity of the 

work is more.

Wang J. et al. (2017) [9]
Trust based intrusion 

detection system for WSN.

The trust values are derived 

for physical, MAC and 

network layer, which are 

more prone to potential 

attacks by the intruders.

The computational overhead 

of the work is high.

Górski J. et al. (2018) [10]

Distributed trust 

management mechanism to 

tackle  the possible attacks 

in multi layer clustered 

WSN.

The performance of the 

protocol is verified using 

exclusive simulation tool 

designed for clustered 

sensor network. 

This work cannot detect all 

the malicious nodes.

Chen J. et al. (2017) [11]
Trust management based 

intrusion detection algorithm 

for WSN 

Temporal and spatial 

correlation of transferred 

data is computed.

Computational overhead.



                                                                                                                  
 

 
 

3 Conclusions 
 

In this paper recent trust management schemes for the wireless sensor 

networks are discussed. The trust management implemented network tackle 

the appropriate potential attacks by the intruders in the form of malicious 

nodes. But no trust based network will tackle all the types of the passive 

and active attacks. Thus selection of the trust scheme depends upon the 

application and hardware requirements. Further research is required to 

integrate the positive aspects the selective trust based intruder detection 

system that can handle covering all the types of attacks prevalent in the 

sensor networks. 
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